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Combine Considerations for a Wet Corn Harvest 
 Adjusted properly, your     

combine can handle corn between 

20 and 30% moisture. However, as 

moistures exceed 30%, your work 

will be a balancing act between 

leaving unthreshed grain in the 

field and grain damage. Here are a 

few tips to help guide you along in 

this wet harvest season.  

Ground Speed 
 The first consideration when it 

comes to harvesting wet corn is 

ground speed. Be sure to select 

aground speed that does not     

overload your machine as the    

engine must be able to maintain its 

rated engine speed to keep         

separator and cleaning shoe at full 

speed. Adjust your hydrostatic 

transmission to maintain the       

engine near rated speed under    

varying crop conditions.  

Header  
 The usual advice for minimiz-

ing trash input into the combine by 

operating the header as high as 

possible is even more critical in 

these wet conditions. Introducing 

tough, wet leaf and stalk material 

into the combine reduces its       

effectiveness to thresh and         

separate the grain. Wet stalks and 

leaves absorb threshing energy that 

would normally be used to        

separate grain from cobs.           

 Additionally, this wet mat of 

material can overwhelm the       

separator, trapping both threshed 

and unthreshed grain. Consequent-

ly, you may need to consider    

operating the stripper (deck) plates 

wider to minimize leaf and stalk 

material entering the combine. 

However, be careful to avoid 

shelling the butt end of the ear 

with the stripper plates too wide.  

Concave  
 Before changing concave 

clearance, first make sure it is    

level side-to-side (conventional 

combine) or front-to-back (rotary 

combine) so that the adjustment is 

uniform. Your operator’s manual 

will provide details for this        

process, but it normally involves 

adjusting the right and left or fore 

and aft sides of the concave to   

ensure they are uniformly spaced 

from the cylinder or rotor. This 

will ensure that in-cab adjustments 

are accurate across the width or 

length of the concave. A poorly 

leveled concave could damage 

grain on the high side while      

under-threshing grain on the low 

side. Consequently, it would be 

impossible to balance between 

grain loss and damage.  
 Your operator’s manual will 

give you starting clearances for 

your particular machine, but     

generally you’ll need to set your 

concave approximately to the    

diameter of a shelled cob. A 

properly adjusted concave will 

break up some cob, but excessive 

broken cob is an indicator that the 

concave is set too close to the    

cylinder or rotor. Too many       

broken cobs can lead to high levels 

of cobin the clean grain tank or 

can overwhelm the cleaning shoe. 

Matthew Digman 

Assistant Professor and             

Machinery Systems Extension   

Specialist UW - Madison  

Considerations for Artificial Drying of Soybeans 

 This fall’s weather may create situations 

where some growers will be tempted to artifi-

cially dry their soybeans. It is not a good situa-

tion when growers need to consider artificial 

drying of soybeans. It presents several chal-

lenges in order to keep the soybeans at an    

acceptable quality level to avoid dockage. 

Growers will have to weigh the advantages and 

disadvantages for their own operation to      

determine what is best for their situation. 

Soybeans can be harvested without too 

much damage up to about 18% moisture. If 

soybeans are harvested at a moisture content 

much above 13%, artificial drying is necessary.  

There is not much published research on 

soybean drying. Most of our drying recom-

mendations are based on limited experience or 

are extrapolated from corn drying recommen-

dations. In most cases, dryers that were       

designed for corn can be adapted for use with 

soybeans. Bill Wilke, University of Minnesota 

Crop Storage and Handling Specialist, offers 

the following information on artificial drying 

of soybeans. 

Natural-air drying 

 Using unheated air to dry soybeans usually 

works well, but it is a slow process (two to six 

weeks, depending on initial moisture, airflow, 

and weather). Bins used for natural-air drying 

should have full-perforated floors and fairly 

large drying fans. Fan power requirements   

depend on desired airflow and depth of beans. 

For example, delivery of 1.0 cfm/bu (cubic feet 

of air per minute per bushel of beans in the 

bin) through an 18-ft depth of soybeans would 

require about 0.6 hp (horsepower) per 1000 

bushels of beans in the bin, while delivery of 

1.5 cfm/bu through 18 ft of beans would take 

about 1.6 hp/1000 bu. 

Management of natural-air soybean dryers 

is similar to that for natural-air corn dryers, 

except that soybean moisture values need to be 

about two percentage points lower than those 

recommended for corn. In southern Wisconsin, 

use an airflow of 1 cfm/bu to dry 17 to 18% 

moisture beans, 0.75 cfm/bu for 15 to 17% 

moisture beans, and 0.5 cfm/bu for 13 to 15% 

moisture beans. In northern Wisconsin, higher 

airflow is needed since fewer days are        

available for drying in the fall. In northern   

areas, use 1.0 cfm/bu to dry soybeans that are 

16% moisture or less, 1.25 cfm/bu for 17% 

moisture beans, and 1.5 cfm/bu for 18% mois-

ture beans. See Natural-Air Corn Drying in the 

Upper Midwest, BU-6577, available from the 

UofM Distribution Center or Natural-Air/   

Low-Temperature Crop Drying, EB-35, from 

the NDSU Distribution Center for information 

on equipping and managing natural-air dryers. 

Because natural-air drying is a slow pro-

cess, it will be difficult to use one bin to dry 

both beans and corn in the same year. Don't 

plan on having the beans dry before corn      

harvest unless the soybeans are only slightly 

wetter than 13%, or unless you use a shallow 

drying depth. 

Low-temperature drying 

Early in the fall, especially in years with 

warm, dry weather, it is possible to dry        

soybeans to less than 13% moisture with no 

supplemental heat. (See previous section on 

natural-air drying.) 

However, late in the fall, or in years with 

cool, damp weather, soybeans might not dry to 

13% and it might be helpful to add a small 

amount of supplemental heat to the air in     

natural-air dryers. Do not heat the air more 

than 3 to 5 degrees F, though, or you will over 

dry the beans and you might cause an increase 

in splitting. Research has shown that exposing 

soybeans to relative humidity values of less 

than 40% can cause excessive splitting. For 

every 20 degrees F that you heat air, you cut its 

relative humidity approximately in half, so it 

doesn't take very much heat to produce relative 

humidity values less than 40%. 

 Some alternatives to adding supplemental 

heat to natural-air drying bins include: 

 Turning off the fan when weather gets cold 

in the fall, keeping beans cold during win-

ter, and resuming drying when average 

temperatures climb above freezing in the 

spring. 

 Installing bigger fans so that you can finish 

drying earlier in the fall when weather is 

better. 

 Using manual or automatic control to turn 

off the fan during periods of high           

humidity. Fan control will increase the 

amount of time required for drying, but it 

will result in drier beans. 

High-temperature drying 

Soybeans can be dried in a high tempera-

ture dryer, but the plenum temperature needs to 

be limited to minimize damage to the beans. 

Many kinds of gas-fired corn dryers can be 

used to dry soybeans, but be careful. Refer to 

the manufacturer’s recommendations for      

maximum drying temperature. Typically the 

maximum drying temperature for non-food 

soybeans is about 130 degrees. Even at that 

temperature some skins and beans will be 

cracked. Soybeans split easily if they are dried 

too fast or are handled roughly. Set the drying 

air temperature lower than you would for corn 

and avoid dryers that recirculate the crop     

during drying. Column-type dryers can often 

be operated at 120 to 140 F without causing 

too much soybean damage, although some trial 

and error might be required to set dryers 

properly. Examine beans leaving the dryer 

carefully and reduce the temperature if you're 

getting too many splits. If the soybeans will be 

saved for seed, keep drying temperatures under 

110 F to avoid killing the embryo. 

Don't forget that crops dried in gas-fired 

dryers must be cooled within a day or so to 

remove dryer heat. This can be done in the   

dryer or in aerated storage bins. Stored beans 

should be aerated again later in the fall to cool 

them to 20 to 30 F for winter storage. 

Immature, frosted, or green-colored beans 

In years when frost kills soybean plants 

before the seeds are fully mature, make sure 

you remove as much chaff and green plant  

material as possible before binning the beans.  

Immature beans can be stored without         

significant molding, but concentrations of 

green chaff can lead to heating in storage.    

Although it is commonly stated that green   

soybeans will eventually turn yellow in       

storage, the color change observed in a U of 

Minnesota laboratory study was minimal. It 

might still be worthwhile to store green         

soybeans for a few months after harvest 

though, to avoid the high discounts that are 

applied in years when large quantities of green 

beans are delivered during harvest. Just make 

sure that any green beans going into storage 

are clean, evenly distributed throughout the 

bin, and cooled as soon as possible after      

harvest. 

 

Prepared by Bill Halfman, Greg Andrews and 

Bob Cropp, UW Extension Agriculture Agents 
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Road Safety During Harvest Time 

        Equipment operators in pursuit of 

this year’s harvest, please familiarize 

yourself and any operators you may 

have working for you with the most 

current laws pertaining to Implements 

of Husbandry and the lighting equip-

ment required. Make sure you have 

communicated with your local road 

authority regarding weight limits or the 

need for road closures. We are hoping 

for a safe harvest season. 

        For those engaged in the harvest-

ing, please be attentive to the material 

which you are displacing and make 

every effort to minimize the amounts 

left on the road. This may mean a piece 

of equipment left on site to clean in 

between each and every load. The law 

that pertains to the placement of for-

eign material on the roadway is: 346.94

(5) Placing Injurious Substances on 

Highway; which states “No Person 

shall place or cause to be placed upon a 

highway any foreign substance which 

is or may be injurious to any vehicle or 

part thereof.” 

         Be aware of state statute 346.51

(1) “Improper parking on/off road-

way”. Whether you are using the road 

to off load a piece of construction 

equipment, or using the road to transfer 

loads from a field, it is your obligation 

to observe proper safety practices.  

        This may mean putting out warn-

ing signs, cones, or even deploying 

flag persons. If you know you are go-

ing to be off loading or staging equip-

ment on a roadway, please plan ahead, 

by checking the area to see the level of 

warning devices you may need. Check 

with the Town Official for that area if 

you are going to be on a town road and 

the County Highway Superintendent if 

on a county road, or state highway. 

          In the end the responsibility for a 

potential accident because of poor 

planning, or a failure to provide proper 

warning will fall to the individual or 

business creating the hazard. If you are 

traveling the countryside and observe 

what you feel is a traffic hazard, please 

call law enforcement.  

       For those in the general public that 

may find themselves in proximity to 

the harvesting process, please use cau-

tion when operating around these piec-

es of equipment as they have many 

blind spots, and may be stopping or 

turning for movement in and out of 

field driveways and side roads. 

 

Matthew J. Joski 

Kewaunee County Sheriff 

Transfer Stations/Road Safety  

 

 Land operator/custom hauler will 

abide by Act 377, Implements of 

Husbandry Law in accordance with 

corresponding permits issued. Ap-

proved roads for use and routes 

should be utilized in accordance of 

permit.  

 It is recommended the land opera-

tor notify town officials where 

transfer sites are located so they 

can be recorded on the town’s elec-

tronic mapping system. Transfer 

stations will be numbered accord-

ing to location and land operator. 

All transfer sites located in a town 

should be reported to town offi-

cials for electronic mapping re-

gardless if it is located on town, 

county, or state highways.  

 It is recommended that land opera-

tors notify town officials in all 

towns hauling in/through/to and 

the county highway department 

when hauling to transfer stations. 

Land operators should provide ap-

propriate abatement according to 

safety level assigned.  

 Land operator will determine trans-

fer station location taking all road 

safety and environmental aspects 

into consideration.  

 Safety level will be determined by 

road grade, roadside obstructions, 

proximity to tile inlets and bodies 

of water. 

 Level 1 - Trucks can be 

parked on road shoulder with 

appropriate signage: minimal 

risk to motorists. 

 Level 2 – Trucks can be 

parked on road shoulder with 

appropriate signage, cones, 

and flagger(s). Motorists can-

not safely pass around parked 

vehicles without assistance of 

a flagger.  

 It is recommended no more than 

two trucks will be allowed to park 

at transfer site at any given time 

under normal circumstances. If 

truck traffic should back up due to 

equipment break down or other 

extenuating circumstances, it is 

recommended trucks park at a near 

alternate location.  

 Land operator will be responsible 

for removal of mud from public 

roads on a regular basis. If condi-

tions have created excess mud, it is 

recommended the land operator 

contact the local town chair to noti-

fy them of the situation. Regular 

mud removal is a best management 

practice.  

 Equipment Operator will keep re-

flective strips, lights, and slow 

moving vehicle signs clear of mud 

or manure at a regular interval.  

 
Recommendations made by Implements of Husbandry 

Work Group, February 2015. Chair Brian Paplham - 

Town of Pierce, Steve Tadish - Town of Carlton, Matt 

Joski – Kewaunee County Sheriff, Todd Every – 

Kewaunee County Highway Commissioner, Duane 

Ducat - Dairy Producer, John Pagel – Dairy Producer, 

Ryan DeBroux – Custom Operator, Todd Koss – Crop 

Consultant, David LaCrosse – Dairy Farm Manager, 

Aerica Bjurstrom – UW-Extension Agriculture Agent. 

 Kewaunee County Implements of                 

Husbandry Recommendations  

Opportunity in Value-Added                       

Dairy-Beef Calves 

By Aerica Bjurstrom 

Agriculture Agent 

UW-Extension Kewaunee County 

 

 Genomics has changed the face of the livestock 

industry. Culling decisions can now be made on a 

computer without even seeing the animal. Genomics 

has also created opportunity decisions. The biggest   

by-product of the dairy industry is the Holstein bull 

calf. Raising Holstein steers can be a profitable      

venture when beef prices are favorable, but just like 

any commodity, volatility is a challenge to manage. 

Both dairy and beef producers have seen, and seized 

an opportunity to create a value-added calf by using 

genomics. 

 UW-Extension agents serving on the 2017 Farm 

Technology Days education committee had a unique 

opportunity to learn more about how dairy-beef cattle 

perform on farm and in the cooler. Ebert Enterprises, 

host of the 2017 Kewaunee County Farm Technology 

Days show maintains current milking herd size at  

approximately 3,500 cows. In order to maintain herd 

size, a beef crossbreeding program using a Sim-Angus 

sire is implemented on the bottom one-third of the 

herd. Cows are bred to beef each service until she is 

culled from the herd. All dairy-beef heifer and bull 

calves born on the farm are raised out for beef.  

 Newborn calves are treated and processed the 

same as dairy calves on the farm. Newborns are fed 

one gallon of high quality colostrum and vaccinated 

with three-way vaccination. Calves are individually 

housed in pens for 5-7 days and fed three quarts of 

pasteurized milk twice daily. Calves are then moved 

to a mob feeder in groups of 25 and fed approximately 

three gallons of milk per day. Dairy calves and dairy 

beef calves are housed separately. Calves are also out-

fitted with jackets in cold months for approximately 

30 days.  

 After weaning at 60 days, calves are fed a grain 

and forage diet and housed in groups of 10-12. At  

approximately 5-6 months of age, animals are fed a 

diet consisting of dairy herd refusals and additional 

minerals until they are sold at approximately 1,400 

pounds. Ration feed cost to gain is valued at $0.48/lb. 

Yardage cost to gain is $0.84. Other costs per head 

totaled $161. Breakeven price sold was $106/cwt.  

Seventeen head of 

cattle from Ebert   

Enterprises were   

processed at a 

local slaughter 

plant. The lot  

consisted of ten 

steers and seven   

heifers. All the 

beef from the   

animals was 

ground and served 

as burgers at Farm 

Technology Days. Carcasses were evaluated two days 

post-slaughter for yield grade and quality grade.     

Individual live weights of the animals were not   

available for the lot, so estimated weights were      

determined based off a 60% dress percentage.  

 For choice or better steers and heifers, value was 

assigned at $110/hundredweight (cwt), and high 

yielding choice or better steers and heifers at $121/

cwt based on calculated yield grade. Animals with 

yield grade of 1 or 2 were assigned the high yielding 

average value ($121/cwt), while animals with yield 

grade 3 or below were assigned the  average yielding 

value ($110/cwt) based on the assumption buyers 

were paying more for the higher yielding animals on a 

live weight basis. The Feedlot Enterprise Worksheet 

used to calculate breakeven prices and cost to gain 

prices is available on the Wisconsin Beef Information 

Center website at https://goo.gl/53rBeb 

 Using a beef breeding program in the herd gives 

dairy farmers an opportunity to add value to an       

industry by-product. Feedlot owners can also benefit 

by purchasing a lower priced calf and feeding it out 

with decent profitability potential. Just like any      

livestock venture, individual performance and profit is 

based on management, input costs, and sale price.    

 

Please visit the Wisconsin Beef Information Center 

website at http://fyi.uwex.edu/wbic/ to see live and 

carcass images of each animal in the group. Be sure to 

bookmark the Wisconsin Beef Information Center 

website and like us on Facebook at Wisconsin Beef 

Information Center.  

 

Tables created by Lyssa Seefeldt, Agriculture Agent, 
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